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Keep up to date with significant corporate, financial and political developments around the world. Stay up to date and identify emerging risks and opportunities through independent global reporting, expert commentary, and analysis that you can trust. We have detected that JavaScript is disabled in this
browser. Enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue twitter.com. For a list of supported browsers, visit our Help Center. Help Center By Kevin PeacheyPersonal finance reporterimage copyrightGetty Imagesimage Image caption The FacebookVictims 20-year-old, who owns
FacebookVictims, has each lost an average of £8,900 after falling in love with investment scams appearing on image-sharing platform Instagram.Action Fraud, a UK police-run awareness centre, said fraudsters have increased in recent months as scammers have posted rich high-speed schemes. Victims
are promised high returns within 24 hours, but scammers demand payments and then disappear. Some 356 loss reports have been made in the last five months. More than £3 million was lost from the scammers in total, but more are expected to be stolen as some victims may not have reported their
losses. The scam sees systems advertised through the Instagram app. Those targeted are encouraged to transfer £600 and are promised almost instant profits. Once the money is paid, they are sent pictures that are assumed to be profits that are in their accounts. Fraudsters tell their victims to invest
more and that the money can be released in return for a fee, which could result in losses increasing to thousands of pounds. However, then they close the Instagram account, stop contacting everything and disappear with the money. Investment scammers often use professional-looking images and can
promise free research reports, special discounts and secret stock tips. ZeroFox, a social media security company, previously told the BBC that it had found more than two million public Instagram posts pushing this type of scam, known as turning money around. Inspector Paul Carroll, of Action Fraud,
said: Opportunistic fraudsters exploit unsuspecting victims who make their daily lives on social media. He urged social media users never to send money only to strangers encountered online, to check financial matters with family members, to deal only with financial firms approved by the regulator - the
Financial Conduct Authority - and to report any cases of fraud. Personal financeFraudInstagram fraudulent Facebook IMF scam hits the region International Monetary Fund scam is all over Facebook! We have received many calls from consumers approached by their Facebook friends with the news that
they had been accepted for a $50,000 grant the Monetary Fund (IMF). Your friend writes a message like What's up? When you answer all right, what's up? Friend says I'm doing great and I'm just waiting for my money. You ask what money and your friend says: says: this IMF contribution! Didn't you hear
about it? Your friend will give you a link, apply for and get back a certificate that says: This proves that (you) have been awarded an amount of $50,000 and that it has been removed from the proper process and other related issues. (The certificate is full of spelling errors.) You will then be contacted by the
executive with the IMF, which explains that you have to pay a transport fee of $600 or something to receive the grant. You send the money from Western Union or MoneyGram and often they come back with complications that require more money. But if you ask questions, they just disappear... With your
cash. Of course it's ridiculous! The IMF does not provide subsidies to people. But the scam is surprisingly effective for three reasons. First of all, it comes via Facebook from a friend of yours! Young people immediately rely on messages networked from friends. Of course, scammers simply hijack
consumers' address books on Facebook and use this to send messages and trick others. Another reason why this works is because fraudsters use the names of actual IRS officials or other government officials to make their scam look real. The certificate looks real and has an IMF logo and an official
letterhead. And the third reason it works is because we all need money! We urge consumers to be on their guard the next time a friend sends them a strange message. Their Facebook account (or Twitter, Instagram or whatever) may have been hacked. Call your friend and see if they sent you a message.
They probably don't know this is happening! NEXT: Free movies can equal malware! Have you received an email offer from a website or app that offers free downloads or streams of well-known movies, popular TV shows, major league sports, or absorbing games? The Federal Trade Commission warns



that sites that offer free content often hide malware that can bombard you with ads, hijack your computer, or steal your personal information. FTC employees recently downloaded movies from five sites that offered them for free. In all five cases, they ended up with malware on their computers. In general,
it served a lot of unwanted ads. Can. And if that's not enough to interrupt, often free movies or videos are illegal... Which means it's illegal to download them. The service can request a credit card to process the registration. If you don't know them, giving them personal information might not be a good idea.
Beware! NEXT: Scams using the IRS name are everywhere! You already know about robocalls that threaten to arrest you for retroactive taxes. But consumers also get emails that the IRS has made a mistake! You must be paid an additional credit of $453. here to find out more about how to apply for a
refund. Crooks have set up a website to see and obtained personal information that allows them to steal identities. Or tax experts using the IRS e-service will receive an email informing them to update their accounts and direct fake website. Our recent concern is the announcement that the IRS is using
debt collection agencies to try to collect overdue taxes. These legal services call consumers, and we have just spent three years warning consumers that the IRS is not calling, it only sends requests by mail. This will certainly create confusion with taxpayers, stating that the payment requirements in force
are scams. Sigh. We explain two ways to detect fraud. Firstly, legal collection calls only come when postal complaints have already been received, not just unexpectedly. Secondly, legal payment can only be made to the US Treasury, not to the caller himself. Dick Eppstein, BBB BBB
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